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The library is a wrapper of virusscanner that can be installed on Windows OS. The virus-scanning is done by the OS's built-in
anti virus. When the.NET programmer wants to scan a file by virus scanner, she just does not tell the scanner to scan the file,
but tells the library. You will find this framework handy especially when you install anti virus software products on your
Windows OS and the anti virus reports you detected any suspicious files. You can do the following things with this library: 1.
Scan any file by virus scanner; 2. Dynamically change the types of the file being scanned; 3. Dynamically change the number of
files being scanned; 4. Scan file by idispatch object; 5. Scan file by language; 6. Scan subdirectories by language; 7.
Dynamically change the file type being scanned; 8. Dynamically change the virus type being scanned; 9. Dynamically change the
scan method (verify, scan, recursive, preset, cpu); 10. Dynamically change the scan depth (auto, from 1st level subdirectory,
subdirectory); 11. Set the scan interval; 12. Generate the report of the scan; 13. Set the scan time; 14. Dynamically change the
file scanner (you can set the virus scanner for the file, and the file being scanned). The library also provides all the properties of
the viruses and the scanners. So, you can use these properties to dynamically change the settings when you want to scan a file.
Using Anti Virus Scanner for.NET: You can do the following things with the library: 1. Scan a file with the virus scanner
specified by IDispatch. 2. Scan a file with the virus scanner specified by the specified virus type. 3. Scan a file with a specified
virus scanner. 4. Scan any number of files with the virus scanner specified by IDispatch. 5. Scan a file with the virus scanner
specified by the specified virus type. 6. Scan a file with the specified virus scanner. 7. Scan a file with the specified virus
scanner and return the scanned result by verifying the result, processing the result (you can check whether the virus scanner
found any viruses, processes the viruses, record the detected viruses, generate the report of the detected viruses, etc.), processing
the result and the report of the process (the result of the process and whether the
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Anti Virus Scanner for.NET is a small library that allows you to virus-scan a file by any.NET language (C#, F#, VB.),
PowerShell, F#Script, WSH(JScript, VBScript), and any COM IDispatch client. Anti Virus Scanner for.NET Description: Anti
Virus Scanner for.NET is a small library that allows you to virus-scan a file by any.NET language (C#, F#, VB.), PowerShell,
F#Script, WSH(JScript, VBScript), and any COM IDispatch client. This library is a wrapper of anti virus software product
which you installed on your Windows OS. So, this library does not work if you do not install any anti virus software products on
your Windows OS. Introduction This article explains the feature of Anti Virus Scanner for.NET. Anti Virus Scanner for.NET
offers the following features Under the hood Reads the file by using COM IDispatch interface Reads all the files in the
specified directory Detects and stops virus in the file by using OLEStream object Detects the file which is infected by any virus
or worm Supports environment variable “ATLMODULE” Supports environment variable “AVSWATCH_ROOT” to specify the
path to scan the virus Supports environment variable “AVSWATCH_DIR” to specify the path to store the virus report Supports
environment variable “AVSWATCH_EXE” to specify the executable file to run and virus-scan the file. Supports environment
variable “AVSWATCH_INTEGRITY_MODE” to specify the integrity mode to run the virus scanner Supports environment
variable “AVSWATCH_PARAMETER_STRING” to specify the parameter of the file to scan the virus Supports environment
variable “AVSWATCH_PARAMETER_VALIDATE” to validate the parameter for the virus scanner Supports environment
variable “AVSWATCH_PARAMETER_FILE” to specify the parameter of the file to scan the virus Supports environment
variable “AVSWATCH_PARAMETER_SECURITY” to run the scanner in security mode Supports 09e8f5149f
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The object can capture and analyze several files, such as MS Word, PowerPoint, Excel, Netscape, Adobe, Flash, WinRAR, ZIP,
and so on. Anti Virus Scanner for.NET Features: 1. You can scan a file with a.NET language (such as C#, F#, VB), PowerShell,
F#Script, WSH(JScript, VBScript). 2. You can combine this library with your own PC program (such as VB.NET, C#.NET,
Visual Foxpro and so on). 3. You can load files from the Windows Clipboard and Local drive (such as Exe files, DLLs and so
on). 4. Can read files of multiple formats 5. Can upload files and follow processes of virus scan. 6. Can be used as a COM
object in some languages (such as VB.NET, C#.NET and others) 7. Anti Virus Scanner for.NET uses Antivirus End-points, so
Anti Virus Scanner for.NET can use the same results as the real antivirus product. 8. It can be used in Windows Embedded CE.
9. Anti Virus Scanner for.NET just function like a language syntax and easy to use. 10. It does not cause any performance
problems. Anti Virus Scanner for.NET Notes: 1. The functions are supported for all.NET version 2.0 and later. 2. Support
COBOL, Java, VB, C#, Visual FoxPro, BASIC and others. 3. It has been used on Windows Server 2003. 4. It has been tested
with all the virus scanners that are available on Windows 10. It passed all these tests. 5. It is a wrapper of the official
XpVirus.Net anti virus software and the executable.exe file is XPVirus.Net. It works fine in all the versions of Windows OS
including all the version of Windows XP, Windows 7, Windows 8 and later. 6. You can use this software as a COM object. It is
not a separate application. So, you can develop a separate application and just use the COM object. 7. Anti Virus Scanner
for.NET is free software and it will work fine in all the Windows OS. 8. It supports all the languages in the.NET Framework 2.0
and later. 9. There is

What's New In Anti Virus Scanner For .NET?

Anti Virus Scanner for.NET is a small library that allows you to virus-scan a file by any.NET language (C#, F#, VB.),
PowerShell, F#Script, WSH(JScript, VBScript), and any COM IDispatch client. This library is a wrapper of anti virus software
product which you installed on your Windows OS. So, this library does not work if you do not install any anti virus software
products on your Windows OS. Anti Virus Scanner for.NET Example Usage Anti Virus Scanner for.NET has some example
usage. Microsoft's Anti-Virus Scanner Example by Microsoft: Microsoft's Anti-Virus Scanner Code by Microsoft:
AntiVirusScannerExample.cs and.exe: Screenshot: Anti Virus Scanner for.NET Features: * Control the scanner process' process
ID with a variable. * Control the scanner process' process ID with a variable. * Control the scanner's operation status with an
enumerator. * Control the scanner's operation status with an enumerator. * Report the scanner's results to the specified path
(with an event) License Information: Anti Virus Scanner for.NET is released under the GPL. GPL: More Link: How to Virus-
Scan a File: - * Download the library: How to Virus-Scan a File: - * Download the library: Overview: Anti Virus Scanner
for.NET is a small library that allows you to virus-scan a file by any.NET language (C#, F#, VB.), PowerShell, F#Script,
WSH(JScript, VBScript), and any COM IDispatch client. This library is a wrapper of anti virus software product which you
installed on your Windows OS. So, this library does not work if you do not install any anti virus software products on your
Windows OS. Anti Virus Scanner for.
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System Requirements:

Minimum specs: Windows 7 or Windows 8 CPU : Intel® Core™2 Duo or AMD Athlon™ 2 2.8 GHz : Intel® Core™2 Duo or
AMD Athlon™ 2 2.8 GHz Memory : 2 GB RAM : 2 GB RAM Graphics : NVIDIA® GeForce GTX 460 or AMD Radeon™
HD 4850 : NVIDIA® GeForce GTX 460 or AMD Radeon™ HD 4850 Hard Drive Space : 10 GB Free Recommended specs:
CPU : Intel® Core
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